flashGRILL
®

patented

deluxe
Professional technology
for small catering
and for home

FlashGrill Deluxe
respects food,
your health and
the environment!

SAVE ENERGY
Indirect cooking with diathermic fluid needs electric
power installed lower than the usual fry tops and it
works without temperature changes. Heating speed
allows to work with a cooking temperature
respecting food, that is 210°-230°C.

TASTE HEALTHY FOOD
FlashGrill Deluxe grills in a healthy way, enhancing
food quality and taste. The low average cooking
temperature (210°-230° C) avoids saturated fats
burning. Food is homogenously cooked, without
having the usual loss of weight.

SAVE WORKING TIME
FlashGrill Deluxe cooking surface, made of a special
alloy of stainless steel 6mm, can be cleaned just by
water, whenever you want while cooking, without
damaging the quality of cooking. Interchanging
courses to be cooked and cleaning leftovers while
working is easy and fast.

Low temperature
cooking!
to preserve HEALTH
During grill cooking, when food reaches high temperatures, “
tryptophan cyclic derivatives” are developed and they are potentially
carcinogenic substances.
Cooking temperature respecting food must not overcome 230°C and
must be uniform on the whole cooking surface.
It's recommended to control the temperature, as above mentioned, in
order to avoid burning food surface, to assure the preservation of
nutritional and organoleptic elements and to avoid reaching the dangerous “smoke point” of fats, which develops
toxic substances.

to preserve FOOD QUALITY
Food must not be too dry or burned on its surface. If cooking
temperature is too high, liquids inside food evaporate drying food,
burning its surface and causing weight loss (there usually is a weight
loss from ¼ to 1/3 of the raw food weight).
By cooking with “low temperature” organoleptic food features can be
enhanced, improving food taste, colour, presentation and making it
more tasty and tempting.

Developed to meet the needs of small catering, FlashGrill
Deluxe is the perfect solution: small and compact, offering
professional performances in very little space. For dimensions
( 60 cm depth), power (only 2,7 Kw single-phase) and
incredible energy saving (patented system with diathermic
fluid), Deluxe is a full range with plug-in free installation, that
can be put on its base or on the kitchen counter.
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Its elegant and tidy design, its small size, its
lower power installed make FlashGRILL
Deluxe the ideal to be put even in a house
kitchen, for people looking for a product
offering professional technology and
performances.

$

$

Energy saving from 50% to 70%,
compared to the traditional grills and
fry top
Nominal power installed on the machine
reduced up to 50%

FlashGrill cooking quality can win the
challenge with the other technologies
currently offered by the market (fry
top with iron or chrome-plated top,
molten grills, charcoal or barbecue)
Which one can offer the same level
of performances assured by
FlashGrill?

Gentle cooking with a low temperature
210-220°c

Lower heat dispersion, reduced
radiation thanks to the low infrared
refraction towards the operator reduced
local heating

Reduction of traditional cooking time
Routine maintenance eliminated.
reduction of technical assistance costs
up to 90%

No more risk to burn food by mistake,
while cooking

Reduction of the loss of the food weight
while cooking

Food keeps its original taste, all its
nutritional features are preserved

Cooking temperature always lower than
“smoke point” of saturated fats. No
burnt food and no production of toxic
substances

It's possible to clean the hotplate while
cooking, just by using water, in order to
interchange courses or to eliminate
leftovers, without loss of temperature
during the service

From 80% to 90% reduction in cooking
smoke, compared to traditional grills
24

XXL

Uniform cooking always at the same
degree on the whole hotplate. Cooking
surface 20%-30% larger than the
traditional equipment

Yes

It's possible a non-stop cooking, without
any change in operational temperature
It's possible to cut food directly on the
hotplate during cooking

Electric Grill

Type 60 sp 6mm

Dimensions

Power

FG5060230L
FG5060232R
FG5060233R

500x600x220
500x600x220
500x600x220

2,7 KW - 230 V
2,7 KW - 230 V
2,7 KW - 230 V

- flat surface
- ½ flat, ½ ribbed
- ribbed surface

Bases
BA506074

500x440x700 with doors

See promotional video
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Distributed by:

Alternative Ho.Re.Ca.
Solutions
Gruppo Zernike srl - via del Progresso, 15 - 47030 San Mauro Pascoli (FC) - Italy
Tel. +39.0541.810270 Fax +39.0541.937456 info@gruppozernike.it www.gruppozernike.it

Technical data are not binding and can be changed in the future. Our company refuses any responsibility for potential mistakes
in this leaflet.
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